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After you have viewed all your favorite shows you might just ask the type of reality show that gets an
edge over others. So, what kind of reality shows really has an upper hand over others? Well, here is
a quick take on them that climbs to the top spot. 

Competitions

The challenges, obstacles, and willingness to compete and get on the top have put the reality TV
programs over others. Such programs can be identified as below  

Reality Programs based on Music and Dance

Shows like "Indian Idol", "Zara Nachke Dikha" has given a new identity to the aspirant talents who
are looking to build their careers in this field. Shows like them usually kick off on lower rating until it
explodes with huge audiences who suddenly become the regular watchers. Reality programs like
them use public voting system so that it could increase the viewersâ€™ interaction and keep them
focused on the show. 

Game-based Reality Shows

Programs such as, Kaun Banga Crorepati that is aired on Sony TV USA has driven audience crazy
and millions of fans became instant viewers. This TV program has opened doors for common,
medium and businessmen to try their luck and win a sum of 5 crores by answering 13 simple IQ
based questions. Actors also try their hands in this program to win the mammoth prize money but
normally they donate the sum for charitable cause. The game show is not only about answering
questions and winning the grand prize but it also serves as educational platform where teenagers
and general viewers come to know the past, current and future general knowledge.      

Cooking Shows

This is a program dominated by chefs and people who are addicted in making aromatic and
delicious cuisines. What mostly keeps the regular audiences pinned to their TV sets is the
preparation and presentation of the food. The show revolves not only within the nationâ€™s cuisines but
also highlights global food.    

At the end, whether you love them or hate them, reality programs have been around for more than a
decade and will still continue to exist. Whether the shows are ethical or not, or may rise instant
debate but till time it has thick fan following it will always have an upper edge over other shows. The
main reason to watch the reality programs is they educate the general viewing committee with hot
and happenings of the world, show them how people from different place prepare awesome
cuisines and also it gives an upper edge for people especially the youngsters to prove their talents
and build their careers. It is because of these reasons many south Asian channels have introduced
reality programs in different regional and local languages.
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Melissa Smith - About Author:


Melissa Smith working for http://www.orderdesitv.net/ has briefed out that what kind of reality
programs has an upper edge. Today we have dozens of reality a desi TV shows that has become
instant hit due to its unique nature.
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